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A bstract 1 he present work aim s at review ing the basic problcm sgassociatcd with the currently  understood m echanism  o f  star form ation
m galaxies Stars are born out o f  gas and dust pervading the interstellar m edium  How this raw m aterial spreads over the interstellar space 
with spotty d istn h u tio n  and transform s through various physical and ^dynamical processes into m ysterious stars has been discussed here 
Molecular clouds are the most iavouiah le  places to r star birth The nlfcchamsm tor form ation ol interstellar clouds along with ph>sics and 
chemistry of m olecu lar clouds have been included in our d iscussions
Sir lam es Jeans show ed that the cosm ic gas clouds su tler gravitational instability when its d im ension and m ass exceed som e 
iiiticnl values. We have exp lained here the physics o f  gravitational collapse o f  gas cloud and deducted m athem atically  Jean 's critical length 
amJ mass lot gravitational collapse C o llapse enhances cloud density We have show n m athem atically  how the interior o f  a collapsing  cloud 
luem enf into pieces and p ioducc a num ber ol separate gas blobs w ithin the parent cloud Mach separate gas blob w ithin the collapsing  cloud 
continues to be fiagm entcd into sm aller and sm aller pieces th e  entire process o f  this repealed fragm entation o f  the cloud proceeds isotherm al ly 
mitil the densitx ol the individual fragm ent attains a ciitical value The fragm entation is halted when the fragm ents start becom ing opaque 
to low licqucncv radiation, th is  phase is follow ed by slow  adiabatic contraction  gradually  increasing the opacity  and capturing  the higher 
fiequciKv radiation Opacity helps them  to raise their tem perature gradually until they are able to aquirc tem perature sulH cicnt to generate 
hwliogcn fusion w ithin then centres I hey are then transform ed into fully developed shinning stars im bedded w ithin the parent gas cloud 
It is em phasized that these tiny gas bolbs created by fragm entation gather mass either by accreting m ass from the surrounding gas cloud or 
In colliding w ith other cus blobs in theii neighbourhood We have given an estim ate of the m inim um  and m axim um  m ass o f  a star in this 
connection W e have discussed the concept o f  the initial m ass function (IM F) o f  the stars form ed and the star form ation cflic icnty  (S fT )  o f
a gas cloud P ioccss ol evolution  of star form ation efficiency o f  a gas cloud has also been included in our W'ork
We have described how  the density , tem perature, turbulent m otion and m agnetic field o f  a gas cloud influence the star
ionuation iale M agnetic field has a com plex role in the process o f  star form ation w hich has been discussed in details.
fin a lly , we d iscuss the form ation of substellar objects better know n as brow n dw arfs w hich are form ed in the sam e event, 
and assess the contribu tion  o f  these brow n dw arfs to the baryonic dark m atter that is believed to pervade the galaxies and the universe.
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1. I n t r o d u c t i o n
The problem of star formation from interstellar gas clouds in 
galaxies has drawn keen attention of many astronomers during 
the last couple of decades. Observations and analysis of the 
various physical and dynamical properties of stars clearly 
indicate that they are of different ages. In fact, the positions 
of stars in the Hcrtzsprung-Russell diagram can be interpreted 
as the footprints of stars with different masses and chemical 
compositions in course of their evolution in time. The colour- 
magnitude diagrams of galactic clusters in our Galaxy bear 
unmistakable evidences that these clusters have formed all 
the time from early phase of the disk formation of the Galaxy 
till very recently. Careful analysis of the photographic plates 
of nebulae in galaxies also bear testimony to the fact that stars 
form in groups within massive clouds of interstellar gas by 
gravitational collapse and subsequent fragmentation. Spiral 
arms of galaxies are heavily populated by blue hot stars which 
are of more recent origin. So star formation in a galaxy like 
our own appears to be a continuous process. It is therefore 
natural that astronomers have turned their attention to 
understand this very important aspect of the galactic drama. 
In the following sections, we have tried to develope the 
understanding of the problem of star formation out of the 
interstellar gas.
2. I n t e r s t e l l a r  m a t t e r
The raw materials used for star formation are the interstellar 
gas and dust which together is known commonly as the inter­
stellar matter. The space between the stars in any galaxy is 
filled with irregular and patchy distribution of interstellar 
matter comprising of a higher density component directly 
visible as bright and dark nebulae and a relatively low density 
component which is not directly visible. The gas and dust 
content being higher in spiral galaxies like our own and in 
irregular galaxies like the Magellanic Clouds compared to 
that in elliptical galaxies, the spottincss of the distribution of 
interstellar matter is more spectacular and pronounced in spiral 
and irregular galaxies than in the ellipticals. In fact, the spiral 
arms present a grand display of the irregular distribution of 
both hot and cool gas mixed with dust particles.
Irregularities are also common in the distribution of the 
tenuous and low density invisible component of the interstellar 
matter. This is revealed in two ways. First, the dust particles 
mixed in gas dim the light coming from distant stars by 
absorption. This absorption is observed to possess directional 
dependence. Early observers emphasized that the general 
absorption was not uniform throughout the Galaxy.
The extensive photometric measurements of the selectiv 
extinction of distant O and B stars show that—"The absorption 
in the Galaxy is obviously so irregular and spotted that a 
constant coefficient cannot be used for any large region of 
space". Trumpler [1] in his classical paper describing the 
results of observations of distant galactic clusters emphasized 
that the absorption of light was not uniform throughout the 
Galaxy and that the distribution of absorbing materials had 
local irregularities. Secondly, the multiple lines of Ca 11 
observed in the spectra of distant hot stars clearly indicate 
that the interstellar gas mostly exists in discrete clouds. Each 
cloud moves in space with its own characteristic velocity 
producing its own Doppler shift in the spectrum of the 
background star. Work on the interstellar Ca II lines by man\ 
astronomers demonstrated conclusively that the lines originate 
in discrete clouds which swin in the interstellar space with 
random velocities, superimposed on their motions due to 
galactic rotation [2-4]. Large-scale local variations of gas 
density as revealed by optical observations were soon 
confirmed also by radio observation at 2 1  cm wavelength ot 
hydrogen radiation [5-6]. 21 cm observations also revealed 
the existence of large cloud complexes in local regions 
otherwise invisible. All these observations therefore can !x 
summerized to propose a model for distribution of the 
interstellar matter (gas and dust) as follows :
(a) A more tenuous and almost uniform distribution n! 
mater pervades the entire region of the galactic plant 
This component mainly participates in the galactk 
rotation.
(b) Superimposed on this nearly uniform component 
there are clouds of various dimensions and densities 
which possess sufficiently varied random velocities 
over and above their motions due to galcatic rotation
3 . In ter ste lla r  c lo u d s
In this section, we briefly summarise the mechanisms to r  tin 
formation of interstellar clouds which are progenitors of neu 
generations of stars. The general picture of the densio 
variation of the interstellar medium is understood in terms ol 
clouds embedded in a tenuous intercloud medium. On the 
other hand, difficulties are encountered to understand the 
concept of a cloud because clouds appear hierarchical!) 
clumped [7], and structures exist on a variety of scales in 
each cloud. Even the concept of a cloud boundary is difficult 
to define. Some diffuse clouds appear as local concentration 
on the periphery of giant molecular clouds [8] and some giant 
molecular clouds form the cores of larger atomic clouds [9| 
This hierarchy of structures implies that any particular cloud 
may have several formation mechanisms. However, three i 
principal processes appear to be the most important for | 
imparting the cloudy structures to the interstellar matter 
These are :
( 1 ) interstellar shocks that compress the ambient gas into j 
shells, supershells and filaments;
(2) Cloud-Cloud collisions building larger clouds irom j 
smaller clouds, and
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(3 ) instabilities of various kinds and of various lengths 
propagating through the ambient gas. In this respect, 
Parker instability, thermal instability and gravitational 
instability are the most important.
Interstellar shocks are generated as a result of supernova 
explosions, large-scale galactic flows as in density waves, or 
strong winds from hot OB stars. That shells and supershells 
and also the filam ents are layers behind shocks are 
corroborated from their swept up appearance and also by the 
fact that these regions show parallel magnetic field alignment; 
A collision between two non-magnetic clouds may either build 
up a larger cloud or may also destroy the clouds. The exact 
outcome will depend on their relative sizes, densities^ 
velocities, and on the impact parameter of the collision. The 
pioneering work was done by Kahn [10] and further worl| 
was carried out later by others [11,12]. Magnetic collision! 
are more cohesive because the field lines of both the cloud$ 
may be mutually entangled, thus entangling the cloud! 
[13.14].
Cloud structures of various dimensions may also bit 
formed out of the ambient medium by various types off 
instabilities driven in the interstellar gas. Thermal instabilities 
were investigated by several authors [15,16]. It has been found 
that some of the observed cloud structures could form during 
transitions between thermally stable phases of the different 
components of the interstellar gas such as molecular clouds, 
HI clouds and Hll regions. The Parker instability [19] arises 
when a fluid layer of higher density is imposed on another 
fluid layer of lower density in the presence of a magnetic 
field. Thus, it is a magnetic Rayieigh-Taylor instability, and 
in the case of the interstellar gas, the magnetic buoyancy and 
the cosmic rays take the place of the lighter fluid while the 
interstellar gas itself plays the role of the heavier fluid. The 
characteristic length scale of such instability is 2xH where H 
is the scale height. Since the scale height of the galactic gas 
is a few hundred parsecs, very large cloud complexes can 
condense by Parker instability [20-22]. Lastly, gravitational 
instability seems to be inevitable in the galactic disk where 
local condensations are most common and magnetic field is 
present to remove the angular momentum from the 
condensations [23-25]. The length scales of gravitational 
instabilities are similar to those of the Parker instability and 
large cloud complexes may grow as a result. Gravitational 
instability may be operative simultaneously with other 
instabilities. The observed molecular cloud complexes along 
the rims of shells and supershells are the results of the 
gravitational instability driven in these objects [26-28].
4. Molecular clouds
Adams* was the first astronomer to detect molecules in the 
interstellar space. He identified in late 1930s and early 1940s 
optical absorption lines of CN, CH and CH* at wavelengths 
around 4000 A in the spectra of some bright stars. In later 
years, radio astronomical techniques have mainly been used
'w  S Adams A s tro p h y s . J . 93 11 (1941)
for detection and study of interstellar molecules because most 
of these molecules radiate at centimeter, millimeter and 
submillimeter wavelengths. 4
In 1963, hydroxyl radical (OH) was discovered by Barrett 
and coworkers. This radical emits at 1665 MHz (18 cm 
wavelength). Then starting from late 1960s, discovery of 
interstellar molecules gained momentum and many molecules 
have been identified in rapid succession during 1970s and 
1980s. The number of molecules known at present has reached 
nearly one hundred mark. The discovery of OH was followed 
soon by identification of other radicals and polyatomic 
molecules such as ammonia (NH3), water (H2O) and 
formaldehyde (H2CO) in 1968-69. Carbon monoxide (CO) 
was detected in 1970. This molecule emits strongly at 2.6 
millimeter wavelength. The molecular hydrogen (H2) was also 
discovered in 1970 by ultraviolet observations with a rocket 
borne telescope. H2 is the most abundant molecule in space, 
but it is very difficult to observe because the far ultraviolet 
lines it emits are very efficiently absorbed by the dust particles 
in space. Because of this observational difficulty and because 
H2 interacts very poorly with photons, it was not the first 
molecule to be detected inspite o f its overwhelming 
abundance in interstellar space.
A large haul of molecules have been detected in the 
molecular cloud complex of Sagittarius B2 at the galactic 
centre region. In fact, Sagittarius B2 complex has become 
the most favourite forest for the m olecule-hunting 
astronomers. Among the discovered species there are many 
complex organic molecules belonging to the class of alchohals 
like methyl Alchohal (CH3OH), acids like Formic Acid 
(HCOOH), amides like Formamide (NH2CHO) and amines 
like Methanimine (CH2NH).
Although CO is only about I0~5 as abundant as H2 
molecules in interstellar space, it has served as the standard 
tracer of the molecular map for the entire galaxy by virtue of 
the fairly easy detectibility by its strong emission at 2.6  mm 
wavelength [29-34]. Molecular gas is observed to be present 
throughout the Galaxy, but there are conspicuous regions 
where it exists in clouds of much higher densities [35]. The 
greater part of the molecular gas is assembled in massive and 
large cloud complexes. These have been called giant 
molecular clouds (GMCs). The molecular clouds have masses 
in the range 10 - 10 7 Mo with a power law mass spectrum of 
/*(/*?)«: m~l 5 [27,36-40]. But GMCs are those that have 
masses in the range 10 5- 10 7 MQwith sizes of several tens 
of parsecs and average densities of 5 x l 0 2 - 1 0 4 particles 
cm"3. A GMC does not possess one single monolithic structure 
but is composed of multiple dense clumps of molecules under 
one envelope. The individual clumps are of average masses 
10 3- 104 Mq  and of average sizes 2-5 pc. The central densities 
of these clumps may be as high as 106 particles cm”3. The 
molecular gas in the clouds is mixed with interstellar dust 
particles and is surrounded by clouds of neutral hydrogen. 
The dust particles act as a shield to protect the molecules 
against breaking by the impact of ultraviolet photons which 
pervade the interstellar space. The central temperatures in the
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jvHtjiin the cloud commences, $ y  fragmWrtktioMsirneant tlfe 
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The collapse1^  th i ^y4^ti^l^ck>dd(Ci5i (^ e lt  ° f  the 
individual fragments is rsoffierrfial initially at a prevailing 
average temperature of 10 K. <Fhe ^entire process remains 
(SAthcrmal so long as tto^Ot^jwssipra^fTdii inside is radiated 
efficiently before it can build up insicte the cloud, that is, so
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A) being the density of the gas at the centre. Calculations 
show Tra(t if^ V* co\lapsir^vcIcn^d' tUw\ ij^much less than 
(^W6,7'  ^pp&  feofh^ip^olr^ie of^cfjqqdjaiid cascade 
fragmentation in it will prevan at temperature -I0  K 
ataiUtiwiipawaKfe iiisldte owt iAal ^ n ’rf Wigm aJn?3
[71-73], when the cloud bocvii^icJOptiit^lV^kc^iiiatt^ 
infrared and itucrowaves am$ torts trapping^ompressional 
heat produced D^tWco^lkf sj J^Ff$ ^ roe^bgfrkgmentation 
then ceases. A group of prqj s^tars are thus formed out ofthe 
i^nitial cloud through tb^ r^occjs^ Wf^ Wk] fe feared the opacity- 
limited hierarchies fragmentation. o<a
Thus the o p a c ^ ^ i ^ d ^ i g ^ c k j c ^ / ^ ^ ^ l i p ^  
dense cold molecular cloud leads to the formation o f  a group
2*47
^f^otbstar^ltivWg^igmi^r^w^iaeydiim'bijnoh'de^miindd
t»ynhe»«ite(of pefibd
tbr«bb foitnatibn
Ambfor the xloud/gtverii by> dqi^2q.qSin:ie^i?h nhb ‘f fb e ^ l  
liiuive and^eUeahKJmasqidrie'fcilictiomi^fthd ^ .sdenisMy whifch 
lisidiffferbnlfjatldiBbrerlt iegkms>W(idnn the* 4ykrt>d/ the^  tstd Ipr 
mnafesififlinclibn as!tve4fa$^he ttVntvp|eriod)ft>rifhrma^oi4.o<f 
widlite tdlffeheivbali d tffehent I pdrtsxif th e e  LoImbI . j Atthei denrie 
^Dro jciifltht-cloUdibttttdtff irnassiprbtostirsjHvill be fowned tih 
idrgJer .numbtTfsi w.ithifn n^Jladiv«lyi jsdiortdi timjewsic^lek 
-idalbalatioiisshotv that ir#M & k flO^  years and Myh\ very imudn 
dmtyaci thboi the (mass, of  tho s^iun l^tiitpib' omn^tand
ft4?,IQ.K^ {j71&]o1Ejli«H]withiti thercdfldldens&dofeoif aiedoudva
I I  It* I I U I W  J i W I l U I  b  T V I U I I U I I  I I I  I I t  J W U l V  V I  I T» I I I WI I I I I W  3  C  V U I  V V ,
supemovae explod^ 'JtHd'g'as'tiispfeV t^rWak'W'pl^ V 'THd laticV 
ifhnetaimlois'af theoiodcrolf lOi^ yeaiis^ Si^ j^B^ iPragaiBniiflibki
iwocMcatwacakjs ie«(oesding;tt)e! fe a ite im m s iM /iw heuihernpttDhl 
ttteptti ■Ja& Jl iClidBUlatjwtts stioyfithat therTihfa,lgBi»er.i<iiX)n «»i 
ifrn gtne n ls anotheieoldocoiieirOf ih eiickm d8 ihos'iinfl6ses a n itlK  
i3 ff% il0 f0 t '^J(ktrK4t97iS59j74]ifRadiatidn>fh!iM fi(HtettJftdgm M hti 
< * « i t ' f & & Ith «iivieifo tehipfew w ite'tyrflw butfeh-rftrtilRw g1 g iV H r id  
•»Tb<edrt8^eneratk)llt(t t f f t ,«g;H<dAW'vvfII fe ^pfrtcKteW W rtlVH i^H er
sdb’^ i d t t
generations of fragmentation with krt'd Wigli6r ’j6.iPi/s
tadssttPfr 'Which fstnalter WuhiberjJieifiHighe^inKSSifmgnicnis 
lwiltiibe«fqrhied ^7l4iJ  ^ SubhHaUhreomyit'tfMls su^phrt'inietVe 
observationglof'Jthe: yrsonIdkWd/jObservaoiliinBiJin Ithd 
region suggest that recent formation of massive,stars arc 
qfpsdom inantly confined to the oUlermxist^sdge df;tbe Orion 
molecular cloud. Also, the generation of fragmentation
advancing from core to the boundfufy of the^loud takes place 
^ e r  longer and longer time-scales until the gag dispersal
Jpfflaim-iteh w ! $  f.r. mf>
"" *' rnoniuj[>u 'jin but l^  ^ f»r»^ lo
The collapse is always highly non-hom ologous 
(|^>,59,7l,73]. Even if the cloud p o s s e s s  ^itifoan density 
initially, the density distribution soon b^fcoHies stfongly 
(Q^ntrally condensed. The degree of^qrHqal cto^<drn$a|i)(ni
JSfgro^
w e pfticess‘the ramdly/^Ilafemgc^fral core ofthc.ctoud. . o1IO :wi>wRfyj L noiTiJiyi/ri' oil* l^u..shrinks m size ana mass. The bulk of tne cloud mass is still
left ftVfHhWirtVWd^l^fccHrdpjllH^tdridttrfetiV^lo^e of
infalling matter whose size ^njp mean density ar^cstjll much
.(lM same as those of thdinJtiai c^ddjTbd^PtW ^ central
density peak continues unhindered until the central density
exceeds 1(T13 mg cm"3, the limit upto whteH*tftb'i$Wth£Wftfll
collapse can proceed [7K73]. The^runaway growth of the
(P^ntral density can be unaetetood^byjctoiiduring'the free-
fall time given in eq. (2 ) wnlch is minimum where the density
is maximum.  ^^ 1 f
W  When the collapse g fe ^ ^ e ir  U^de^ w a^ ‘ sifetirfitfiKt
changes in density occur progressively in smaller region at
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the centre on a gradually shorter time-scale. But in the bulk 
of the cloud occupying the outer parts which contains most 
of the mass, almost no change takes place. Here the density 
distribution closely approaches the law p  «  r -2. which 
characterises all isothermal collapse calculations with 
spherical symmetry, irrespective of the details of the initial 
and boundary conditions [71,79—84]. On the other hand, in 
the inner core where the free-fall collapse prevails, the density 
law is p~  r“3/2 which is characteristic of the free-fall density 
distribution. However, with the onward progress of the 
collapse, more and more material falls at the centre and the 
region in which the distribution p  x  r~il2 prevails, expands 
outwards until it engulfs almost the entire cloud [59,71,79].
6. Gravitational collapse and fragmentation of gas clouds 
(Mathematical treatment)
6. i. Gravitational collapse : Jeans mass :
The principal mechanism of star formation is associated with 
the process of gravitational collapse. The collapse mechanism 
was first studied by Sir James Jeans in 1902. He considered 
a non-rotating, non-magnetic, homogeneous gas cloud in a 
state of equilibrium and assumed the presence of small one­
dimensional local perturbation inside it. Let po be the density 
of homogeneous cloud in equilibrium and po + p\ and vi be 
its density and velocity respectively in the perturbed state, 
where pi, v\ are small.
Equations of continuity and of motion in the perturbed 
state with the assumption that the square and product of 
perturbed quantities are negligible, are given by
+A>V-v, = 0 (3)
d t pi (4)
where p\ and $\ are perturbed pressure and potential function 
of gas cloud satisfying the equations :
KT
P' P»hiP' (5)
and V2^, = 4/r6>,. (6 )
K, //, mu, G being respectively the Boltzmann constant, the 
mean molecular weight of gas, the mass of hydrogen atom 
and the gravitational constant; T the gas temperature.
From above equations we obtain the wave-equation :
&P\ KT
(7).
whose solution is
r / 2 *  „p\ -  po expN  —j — ** (8)
where a)2 = ( ^  —AnGp§ * \ A J //*!„ (9)
Here, to is the frequency and the wave length of the 
propagating wave generated due to perturbation. The velocity 
V of small density perturbation wave is given by
where s -
1/2
is the sound velocity.
. For stability. A as well as V should be real. 
Thus if
A > A j f  n  Y/2 f  kKT V
V Gpo ) ~\Mm„Gpo)
( T \ m
~6x,07U -^J cm’ <">
the density perturbation will grow exponentially in time and 
the waves are unstable. Aj is called Jeans critical length. Thus 
when the dimension of cloud exceeds Jeans critical length 
instability sets in and the cloud collapses to avoid the 
instability. The corresponding cloud mass, called Jeans 
critical mass for gravitational collapse, is given by
- ,o23( £ )  Pl'n W  (12)
Chandrasekhar [85] extended the collapse problem by 
introducing magnetic field and internal motion (or rotational
velocity) of the cloud. Here, the kinetic pressure -s-At*'2 anc*
the magnetic pressure -jpoV2A are added with gas pressure
I 1 H1■jPos2 in the eq. (I I) where v*, is the square of
Alfv6n velocity. Thus we get Chandrasekhar's critical length 
Ac for collapse,
Substituting values of G, mp, K we obtain Chandrasekhar’s 
critical mass Mc for collapse as
. Mc = j P o * \  =)023[^~+l0-«(0.5v2)
4 x 1 0 - '° /^
Po
i3/2
P o n  gm. (13b)
vis expressed in cm s" 1 and Ho in Gauss.
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Comparing Mj and Mc we obtain that gravitational 
collapse is comparatively inefficient in rotating and/or 
magnetic gas cloud.
6 2. Fragmentation under free-fall collapse :
Now let us consider free-fall collapse of a gas cloud of mass 
M and initial radius /?<>• At time t it collapses to a sphere of 
radius R(i) given by the equation
d2R(t)_ CM 
dt1 ~ R(t)2 (14)
R(t) is a decreasing function of /. It can be deduced by 
integration that collapse time / is given by
/
8C/p0
COS" -+ € ( |5 )
i.e. t oc p lm  where 0 <€< ~ . \
Using mass conservation law, viz. pR*(t) = p 0^o we get^ e  
density of the gas in time s as
> = Po Po sec6 e (16)
+ e
At jSGpo , we see p  oo and R(tt ) -> 0.
3
Now eq. (15) shows that the collapse time decreases and 
consequently collapse rate increases when the gas medium is 
getting denser (as / -  p ~xn). So if the collapsing cloud is not 
absolutely homogeneous the denser region collapses faster. 
Also the stage t =■ t\ is attained more quickly in the denser 
region. Therefore, when a gas cloud is collapsing the denser 
regions will collapse more rapidly and a time comes when 
the densities of these regions become enormously high. This 
generates extremely high internal pressure in these regions 
and as a result the gas in this regions will be split up into 
several fragments. Thus we get several fragmented gas blobs 
at the heart of the cloud which is also collapsing at slower 
rate. These gas blobs are the initial form of stars. Hoyle [86] 
suggested that fragmentation process can go on recurrently 
giving birth to clusters of stars from the parent cloud.
6.3. Radiative cooling in isothermal stage of fragmentation: 
If heat generated by gravitational collapse cannot be radiated 
away, gas temperature gradually rises. As a result, internal 
pressure develops inside the cloud which prevents free-fall 
collapse. So in order to keep collapse and successive 
fragmentation process efficient the process of radiative colling 
is needed. The cooling time /«*>/ is proportional to p x whereas 
the free-fall time t# is proportional to pTxrl (Eqs. 1 & 2). 
P being the gas density.
At lower density.
/cool > 1
Therefore the compressional heating rate is higher than that 
of radiative cooling. Eventually the cloud will heat up and 
collapse is prevented. In extreme case the cloud may even 
dissipate. Goldsmith and Silk [87] suggested that :
(i) ^  /cool > H i ' , the age of the universe, the gas cloud
cannot cool and evolve.
(ii) If / / () ‘ > /cooi > ///, the gas cloud cools but cannot 
radiate away the compressional heat within freefall 
time. Adiabatic collapse then takes place and slow 
opacity-dominated collapse follows.
(iii) If /cooi < ///, isothermal collapse occurs leading to 
fragmentation.
6.4. Opacity-controlled star formation :
The present clouds from which stars are bom, pass through 
three different stages :
(i) Diffused phase with number density n < 10 3 cnT3.
(ii) Isothermal or transparent phase with I03 < n < 1012 
cm"3.
(iii) Adiabatic phase with n > 1012 cm"3 and the cloud is 
opaque.
It has been shown that the isothermal collapse i.e. collapse 
with dissipation o f heat is necessary for successive 
fragmentation. But this process cannot continue ceaselessly. 
Gradually fragments become denser and more opaque to trap 
heat within their interior. This heat generates internal pressure 
which opposes further collapse and fragmentation. The 
process of star formation is then controlled by opacity.
Optical depth
The opacity of a gas cloud is measured by its optical depth 
7V given by
(17)
where L is the thickness of the cloud and a v is absorption 
co-efficient for radiation with frequency l^per unit length. If 
Tv«  I the cloud is transparent or optically thin to the light 
of frequency v. Tv increases as the cloud becomes more and 
more opaque. Molecules and dust grains play an important 
role to enhance opacity of the cloud.
In case of silicate grains, the optical depth is given by
-.^F(^r <|8>
This shows that the cloud temperature T and number density 
of hydrogen molecule wh2 are responsible to enhance its 
opacity.
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Adiabatic phase
In an adiabatic phase gas pressure play^anlttl^dhaWfVcifl^te
prevent free-fall collapse. Jeans mass Mj is then given by,
» L f l ]  m a i l  l u i T i i r i l  ?\ ‘jU viu>‘t h . v i i  *jil*  9 i o r j r > r f  I
b r i e  q n  \w j {\ I h y ^ j H i f ^  v r fJT ^ h * Y n ,  j g f l f i b j ; *  r f V f i h i b i .  ‘ l u  
f 10 v u  / i;r  n  ' b u r >1 j  r o - - r '7 ^~p J i ! < P \\i f r j l r i ^ V j  i . j  v i . * q t ; l b ' - i
h a i l  ; ~ X j  a Ws  b f u ,  »I It s *f f>c > v J f / { w i b
buob s k 'j  vrlt /j^rjvmu vr!/ to v f ; , 1 ^  ^
Kor the isothermal stage y density
niercfore.^ftlci^pqy of
staSe
l^cH%fiy. Hence
collapse itself pi'cveh^ tfie^i^aehcy^Yor'lu'rtfier collapse and 
dhqrptoc^sffiKKl JSuoeqgiive fflrflgjmfematiaft stops a ib  uehain 
stage. The variation of Mf with temperatuiJeiiniisothermal as 
well as adiabatic phase has been shown in Figure 2,1881.UUUMUVUA *Ui./ \ ^l\\ AS\V*> 1
( l y u o i f l J  , .  |jj(i . m o i l  $ • » ;  Whit  r r u . i |  e b u o b  ' )>‘<v\ v r l l
1 ! ! 
1 i i
J!!'J ' i f 3 f
-I*. y) i /n [d)$ irx im ufi  r 'n // 'Jrx |lq
| l  \ i
I f 1 )j W j Jr | f i r ,  jrrm qtMifnj i<j i:a j u  A  ( i t )
rrij '0 1
id*
•'01 - u 
to2
m bu<§:> -jfjliS n^L f rn[^L,0 l  - urbiA' jr'iaffj );ir.dt»u A n o )
2  io f* '»U|X
^qiilloo1 -j^pdlob Ifimrjihtvi *jfi? h;r)t r.a<tt\,> t vxl b
*jvis;irj ’JO\U tot i JJ.yrl 11) noiU;oi s'l rOi^
.vl<v'jl:jjg ; j‘njniJfioi )T>tuu>j ‘s'jj'WI iiflfjjpf u/»i’M/rmi'r’jI 
/lurri jbni; y n T ^ V T i f ! / I h a j b b  n )qj; 11 o l  r;udl»C{0 vt<
^ t i i > ^ n rf lJ /m ij fo w n h f f j r j ^ ^ rf t p r f l * Qw \ r irfty lr* n  11 n v; u / a \
-jfIT n oitU nornuj/i l  bm;n*^tfl)l<o ejflJud /'jsoq<\<>  ifjfflv/
/ JU f ;n o  ^ b b ^ l j i n i u o p  nofii A  f io i in r tnd i  ij;V )<> / ^ o m q  
F ig u re  2. KcTatton betw een  the gas density anti leans mass
AK " 4 a V  Vr<T& u) <V '* ’ (ij A  A ( 19>
vvlUre (J,,{ 7 '^, a) is Planck mean absorption cross section per 
grain of radius w, temperature 7',.. uv being the number density 
w w 1 / i  rhe'ticka':
bm moin at>ffi op/\ buolj tsfli ?i> •ij i^vjvjiw f\ xr /jfuupvit lo
bru; ^jIu rj!<>M .yupnqo ^2(() 
iU .buol'j ‘j(il i*/ <rti_/i;rjn -jirHirbrj o» 'j|»n
andl ^  k)gf f t  haWW e'dftapiy i sihj^dtWi i^t iVrfF Wt hear
isothermal collapse? Wr.,\  ^- ■/ \
jM , ; tI h ! * Av = Fc\
sw^i^rW iM iewiyieW s itj! bnol ) jrli jntlt ■'v/oii/ irfl 
rji  j j n M h t u  oi f j idbjnor .p ' j ‘| / ^}ii - n u  u lu  j'jlocri f r j j i o t b / t l ' l o  
-JJ logp  = ( 16npG) - Yii-Jfjty)
ltn<freeufatf'c;oUa|jstfUWd<>tav« bm, >M, yrtiiurpno )
:a i<n J n * j i j i T l o n i  i / v i r r i < j i >  ,m j xq fj j ri^
r~
'j/'v
buol'J <if»g OIIIMIWI, fft
jm it%  w A » ^ .f  iJifitifaaG ) iiwt-u oil \‘j \juikvj s\\ t*jl tltfo)
1 gqV. ^i*> k ri^^V n 'tea i^
pressure is introduced.
t t i, In adiabatic stage when fragmejQVi Wte.optkyHy^hick, theradiation rate is '0)<A \\i
Irjjitlt^b ‘4h2ilhl2tf'x ',d*P tioirjnul 'Jtutirjvj'Jj t; s\ h)V\ 
Lg = v^qr.iloo Jcrli noiiin^i&i)
K, is Rosseland mean|opa<^tyVffe Cjtn' 1 f|89]iL \
(r' *J When r is half the cjoud ra^iu \lR and
■ p^rjflv/ - 1
temperature, we obtain
the central
Ur\ x '
•j{\\ Vj 'a j# / | 3 - ' 7(' ^ j) ndnn riwmyj <vMn yifirfy
m and p  being mass and densrf^ s^fiBvi's
that coolingjrate iw^t^batjc stage depend^onthe cloud mass 
White that isothemaiyth^^a'hidepejrlij^ of the
cloud Isee eq. (19)J. Thus^rtassive almost opaque fragments 
cool faster and undergo further fragmentation while less 
massive opaque fragments collapse qds&istatica^y ^voiding 
further fr^gmehtation.<<3^stad^ lj.^ jg ^sted  that opaqtie 
fragments of mass < 0.2 Mq possess ifow quasistatic
Massive fragments are much more governed by gravity. They 
f i^ o 1 :l ^  1 he in'g° e W ;
vvkV om w am 1 M b teftiita?
a^ycii^ iilr
oim qu lilq<; od 11 iv/ fcnoigo*! #iim ru < n  y  fjrn Jlu^'n is  ^ i s  bni> 
/n5l (I afifim ^anii taaoworf
gwwwflipflttfifafslhn Of'.li; ci rbirlw buob uilHo m;t>fl orb n>
NWibW « iyas'l‘«Siid (f»Ri|l>SW!llg^lifeVaHfJftjs! m>M><
prolosfeH S* JTHbJf t f l c H ^ f f l (h lilasHId f
"Us
.. .  -
region of higher temperature, the n e w ^ ^ ij |f  
stars would be comparatively more massive. Of course, the 
number of stars formed in this region, isiw^chJkM ^er^^ 
those in the denser regions.
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6 fi F r a g m e n t  m a s s  : M  IS  im:,vh d j  o n
dtoeoriitttfe‘to* S/irUd [^ajrite'lpr^beasrtoficcol'iBpec Bncl 
consequently o f fragm enta tions^  assboiritpd/with the
contraction tim e tun, r tn ? \
rn Jnuo'j oil *(25) 
jr!> rn ‘jtr.i noijMrnbi 
add jijllkf, mArMr^rRLtU bomiiJU; lort i^.f! A/.ih jij-jcIi. j i?rlj
VH Mat"1-'
jimJcg *jrlJ olni ?.mj to ^m o/jvn xtniupvi <tii\\rtoUU;>r^
od) m
nohulov'j'io boi rjq 'jrlt to llnrl tr'/ifl o
/ffi^miifborn uri 1 ”1 o *jr>w/i M b  oJ olmi m oil
'Mwnwwaity •
ni<j<>Mlw) M wAfaiwiritiU  s lb w /^ ii^ p i(y iw p iro |lp d  Kejqfint
DlWfrvjj! i bm; | M I ! :>v. » > fru 
to A/\0$he d6 Uapfil© fsequusi^bydrebtatic witfcfete
chance of fragmentation. oji.Ui sjAu! trv
wnfNtowf\M  ri(i\|^^idyi^hik?*)!uolla^i^^<|)hthuies^eadiHg to
V^agWeHMIdn/JteiftWt to/stde^i^fiikhof seriiperaaire
producing m assive protostellar fragments. (A nnv:-*
According to I lutchiftsl [93i/*U|ier^fhaB&l\tei tftat>S{ Should 
form in the earliest epoqftfpf the^jpjyer^e.v^ ifr&ppfipd H2
agents massive ( 500 M()) fragments .^re j^jjuced. But Silk 
proposed that disappearance o f li*> makes the uas almost
r.-f  f 1 .'J in : A* x a > ln jV , ic J o l n  L )  a l  m  o L,j , . iT j i 'A f l / /  .transparent, in is leads to d^namfqtf collapse and 
fragmentation, so massive fragments would be broken 
into pieces. Also £,/4njbling 'prpoesskvhidhnb; operative at 
T 10* K, will redliCe flier jnaa&boftita(fragment tcvthe okSfr 
of 0 2 Mo to 0.3 Mq . Massive fragmqi)^ jpj/wr^adiatiqp 
h^iUh are probable provided t|ie frc^mqnfs cqntipue to collide 
and generate internal motion. ffiis'Aeals up*ga^ to counter 
fttffehce W/cddllhgf1 'Alto'flAfttofe fohffclt idrt flticIMn
W NlcH ^^inM fihM lif1'flWfWrtWnTirt'fo t b t
fraction will increase subsequently giViMti'EWrbecIt'fot’ further 
h a y n e i ] } ^ ^ ^  <<)t bnt; {loitt.iu ml -u.i? Id { i.' ijili i M
•*8Ffd (oti^iaillu ..r.w /rj)‘jrmru>r| JiifciKiqrm iuj *ioLf^ fif>v
«cl6 tid,«iWely forhmwtth 
dtOfeifemnirtifUri wtf4^ e.i>W\u&rtadr^ Ifcads tonth^ u^idy-i<wf<ihe 
mass function of stars.
(f ' ) The present day m a\sfi/^n^n^til v (log Ad) i orff Stars In the 
solar neighbourhood means the number of main sequence 
‘l*te'p*Mdprt»tm to MtSS MWfdSl ■per'ftsqwftte partec wt “the 
galactic disk in the solar neighbourhood ovfcV'thfc £trtfre gits
b .. in'//
tHOqfalSiumfeer o^sfa^'^malh s^qiiiilice fears' a4 as 
others)’ Ihat^fiaye^ever^fefme^ ’per1 ttnil'I^ii^hHmidttiiiSs 
iKlcrvaf pervsquare parsec incite galact'ic dV^ k ovef'if)^ efttife
g a s W m ^ f e W W r d P s ^ " ,y/lr,,on :!1
br u Thfi initial IbYitisifiumtidiV fdr IMF); oacn dprivedi by two
steps : t- 'onl f 1 *^; />!
l<>r(i).tRrtJtoi theicnoiwkdge di'flurrlirfoiityifuuction one’can 
 ^ i .i jdekrminetthe pm sm tda^m ass ftu1cli<i»b"(otriFL>Mfl)
U.b /  ' 'Htld w  1 r j r  M{ <r . “ t.-1 f ! / H  •. ; »t #/ t: ;<[ i(l . ;{
Jlt fliKThenf cohrffliHrt^ feftfth'rriitt'bf %tiis atitf PDWlF thb
IMF can be ascertaine?dJ[941. ! ' : :: Mf i!t, ? t .•>{.
1 ; thielutTi'ib'o^ty toritfion $(K1V) ^ 'the hdrWbbr b T o f
all types per unit absolute magnitude per cuBic parsec'in die
gld^ctic plane. We can derive the present d^y mass function
(PDMF)^m from the luminosity function $(MV)^  by using
tKe tt^SfbrtVi^rffbrr lkw'f 1<>5 |: li> Pf,!i"
/ r i - i ^ . !  l * ‘ ; t l / i  , , r  i t .  *\i''
I ; . 1 , ’ I' rf , 1 ' i t ;  ; ' i  ‘ 1 ■ 1 L' It ) t )/
vyhere //nsiltrt^ciale height of gas which cg)t .bje obtained by 
integrating luminosity function over ihe'ehtife gas^column 
pWf^rtdiculaf td t hd ttisk, /Mi-i s 1 h c  ofnkiin se^ qUdWee
stars. <McCusky I^SJ.apd Willett /[i961ihftWPl«mpdi^M) 
ogaiosK,Mu taxi pboMfgditliat.^OW, ),.ineroases. wdbiAl»,it)(rt>e 
absolute magnitude range -3  $  A r^;i91 iQuisidejIbjs^ange 
t^.ylutninqs^.fwqs^on^st.gncerlgi^ fincp, jijg lf ly .jp ^ s^
sttw^itwyth, M  !s .n3,),ar«,yFiyoWfi.-?P<1 (WtfW‘tl}f ?Mf 
Wh* ■ ]^;canqof^,^‘tec^ftrpppr/|y.;^he(y ^ 9  fflpcjudfifJ 
that the number density of stars decreases with incre^su^in
1 -Min.' cj.ii'i: n.d) bv^iTj'xq |'.IM|
unMflSV knpwing,tbplUlpU}P5to .fUBeljonv^W PWiMWfPWe 
PPMI p/fa grpup pfjsjars prpyMp4i4»P ap4
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even exceeds the age o f  the Galaxy.
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: , d Different expreasiortsfor. star formation rateiKO have been 
derived by different authors wile, i t* ,j oi * u.j
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Salpater [97], Schmidt [98], Rana [99], Dopita and 
Ryder [ 100] etc.
Knowledge of PDMF and b(t) and use of (28) & (29) 
determine IMF of stars as function of their logarithmic mass. 
It can be shown that IMF decreases in power law as the stellar 
mass increases. This implies that low-mass stars are more 
abundant than the massive stars.
The same conclusion can be derived from Bhattacharyya 
and William [101]. We have 
JN oc .v> ~ 1  (30)dm
where N is the number of stars in the mass range (A/, 
M + dhi). x is called the slope of the IMF. Different values of 
x has been suggested by different authors.
According to Salpeter, x ^ \35\
Scalo [ 10 2 ] gives * -  1.7 J w h c n  M >  
when M ^ Mo, x has been taken to be 0.7 by these authors.
Basu and Bhattacharyya [103] have taken x = 2.3 for 
general mass range. Basu and Kanjilal [104] obtained x ~ I 
for spherical cloud collapse. Robin and Creze [105] showed 
that jc lies between 1.8 to 2.2  in the mass range 1-3 M o, 
provided star formation rate remains constant. Twarag [106] 
suggested very steep IMF with a* -3 in intermediate mass 
range.
Scalo [102] proposed that uncertainty is caused in 
determination of IMF due to uncertainty in determining nature 
of star formation rate (SFR) and the scale height for 
exponential law of stellar density perpendicular to galactic 
disk. The uncertainty in IMF ranges from 20 -  30% for 
M < A/o. When M > Mo the uncertainty develops by the 
factor of 5 10. Observing IMF in solar neighbourhood
Scalo [102] suggested that the slope of IMF is 2 -  2.2 if star 
formation rate is assumed to be constant and it ranges from 
2.6 - 2.9 if star formation rate is taken to be increasing with 
time. When star formation rate decreases with time we get 
bimodel IMF with modes at M •- 0.3 Mo and 1.1 -  1.3 Mo 
. It is generally accepted that SFR is either constant or slightly 
increasing with time.
Next let us discuss some aspects of star formation in the 
disk of the galaxy. The characteristics of disk stars depend 
on several parameters viz. colour, age, luminosity and spatial 
distribution. According to Haywood [107] the rate of star 
formation in the galactic disk follows the exponential law.
SFR ~ e x p (-//r) , (31)
where rhas been generally taken as ± 5 GYr. The value of r 
is valid throughout the age of the galactic disk.
Considering star count near the Galactic pole, Robin and 
CnSze [105] and Haywood et al [108] suggested different 
possibilities for the nature of star formation rate :
(i) SFR follows exponentially increasing law with 
variation factor 7 throughout the galactic age.
(ii) constant SFR.
(iii) exponentially decreasing law for SFR with 
amplitude 3.5 or 7.
(iv) Gaussian law for SFR with plausible amplitudes
3.5 or 7.
The star count in the Galactic pole indicates that the star 
formation rate in the first half of the period of evolution of 
the galactic disk has not attained its maximum value. So 
constant or increasing star formation rate should be 
acceptable. This requires recycling of gas into the galactic 
disk. Infall of gas from halo to disk is one of the mechanisms 
of mass replenishment. Average intall rate has been estimated 
to be about 3.5 Mq pc~2 Gyr-1. It was proposed by Robin 
and Crtzi [ 105] and Haywood et a! [ 108] that when mass of 
the star exceeds I solar mass about 26 -  46% of recycling of 
gas takes place.
Haywood et al [ 108] calculated the variation in percentage 
of re-cycling for different values of the slope of IMF. This is 
given by :
39 percent for the slope x -  1.5,
24 percent for the slope x ~ 2.0
44 percent for the slope x -  1.35 (Salpeter Slope).
Another formulation of SFR is given by
SFR = v£n |
when v = - —-log/tf [ (£  *s total surface density) (32)
To J
Surface density £ K of gas 
and / / % -  j otaj surface density £  * 1*08]
If 7o ~ 10 Gyr,
v = (0.13 -0 .2 )  (G y r.)1. (33)
All these discussions are confined for disk stars. Stars 
belonging to thick disks are unusually faint. Therefore, they 
are practically undetectable and consequently beyond the 
scope of investigation.
8. Efficiency of star formation and its evolution
While studying the characteristics of star formation one should 
consider an important parameter, v/z., efficiency of star 
formation. This is the ratio of the stellar mass to the total mass 
(including gas and star) of the cloud where stars are bom.
^ M*
The efficiency £ -  T r T M SM <34>
h f  and Mgas are masses of stars and gas respectively within 
the cloud [109]
Wilking and Lada [47] estimated that when the efficiency 
of a star cluster exceeds SO percent it becomes gravitationally 
bound. We know that the protostars and brown dwarfs are 
formed within the collapsing gas cloud as a result of 
fragmentation. Initially low mass stars and brown dwarfs are 
formed in large numbers in the central core of the cloud but
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ihc total mass involved in the process is not a large fraction 
of the cloud mass. Gradually star formation is propagated 
outwards as the collapse proceeds and stars of higher masses 
are formed. When the star formation process is completed 
within the cloud we get what is called the initial mass function 
(IMF). The total mass used in stars then yields what may be 
called the initial star formation efficiency (or the initial SFE). 
That SFE will subsequently further evolve in time as the stars 
accumulate more mass by accretion from the surrounding 
envelope or by mutual collisions. Mutual collisions both 
sticking as well as breaking will also change the IMF. Thbs 
after initial completion o f fragmentation of cloud, both IISlF 
and SFE evolve till the cloud disruption takes place in die 
evolution time-scale of massive stars (~ 107 years).
i
,y /. Minimum mass of stars : \
In the isothermal gas medium the process o f successive 
fragmentation continues yielding smaller and smaller 
fragments. Fragmentation stops when radiative coolSig 
becomes inefficient and the parent cloud becomes opa<j)ue 
enough to trap heat inside it. Then we obtain the gas bltifbs 
which are the most primitive form of stars. So in order to 
obtain low mass stellar blobs the radiative cooling process 
should be effective. Kanjilal and Basu [104] computed 
minimum mass of opaque stellar blobs in the presence of 
different types of grains within the cloud. The masses are 
found to vary from 0.003 to 0.007 Mq  depending on the 
nature o f the grain. According to Low and Lynden Bell [ 110] 
this is about 0.007 M(.). Computation of Silk [89] yields 
minimum fragment mass to be about 0.005 Mq . Basu and 
Dhattacharyya [103] found them within the range of 0.001 to 
0 003 Mq . Thus the minimum mass of stellar blob in its initial 
stage is far less than I percent o f the solar mass. These bodies 
will grow gradually by accreting mass from the parent cloud 
or by sticking collisions and SFE will increase consequently.
S.2. Mechanism for mass accretion :
There are several processes by which smaller stellar Wobs 
acquire mass and grow more massive.
Larson's model [90J
This model represents a gas cloud with a group o f primitive 
stars inside it. Initially the gaseous envelope is much more 
massive than its stellar counter part. But as the star forming 
region is more dense, the gas envelope is attracted by the 
gravitational pull o f this region and ultimately falls on to it. 
fhc stellar blobs consume this infalling mass and gradually 
grow massive. According to Spitzer [111], the mass accretion 
rate is given by
4 xp(GM? 
dt
p and V| being density and velocity of accreting material at 
infinity.
As gas is consumed by stars, the density of gas within the 
cloud changes with time. Ghose e t  at [l 12] suggested an 
expression for the density as
P - A ( t ) r « <  (36)
where /f(t) is a decreasing function of time, r the distance of 
gas particle from the cluster centre and l < a < 3. It was 
suggested that the amount of mass accreted by stars depends 
significantly on the exponent a. Lower the a  higher is the 
mass accreted by stars. If a  is close to 3 the process of 
accretion is rather inefficient. Basu and Bhattacharyya [103] 
suggested another mechanism for accretion o f mass by 
protostars. They proposed that protostars pickup mass 
continuously when they move at random through the cloud 
of gas which they populate. A protostar of radius A passes 
through a volume nAlds of the cloud in time dt and picks up 
a fraction j  of cloud mass. Therefore the accretion rate is
nA2pfv, (37)
p  being the density of gaseous medium and v the random 
speed of the blob. They have computed the time by which a 
star blob becomes ten times massive. The time scale 
spans I05 to 3 x 107 years depending on the choice of the 
fraction /.
Protostars grow massive not only by accreting mass from 
the surroundings but also by the process of inelastic collisions 
among themselves [113]. These collisions are possible 
provided collision time is shorter than the free-fall time of 
gas. Now
T \ 7/2
^ L  = (7 .8 )x |0 4 10 K
RV2
/«/2
\  mu\
m
[113]. (38)
Mere, R is the radius of the cloud in parsec, m is the mass of 
the protostellar fragment and muv is the average mass o f the
*coll
fragment in the clusber (both are expressed in Mq ). t ~ has 
been shown to be highly sensitive on -jjp-.
Hence collision is found to be more frequent for high mass 
fragments.
R.3 Upper limit of stellar mass :
If the growing stellar blob possesses mass in excess o f a 
critical value the accretion process continues throughout its 
evolutionary phase until it is blown up as a supernova.
According to Larson and Starfield [114], the upper limit 
of the stellar mass depends on the initial cloud temperature. 
For cloud with initial temperature ranging between 10 K -  
20 K, the upper limit o f the stellar mass should lie between 
60 -  120 M0 .
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When protostars are formed within a cluster they remain 
embedded in a dark envelope of thick gas and dust. 
Luminosity of stellar objects is absorbed by dust and is re­
radiated in infrared rays. The ray heats up the outer part of 
the cloud, where most of the gas still exists in the cloud. Heat 
generates pressure force which tends to oppose gravitation. 
As a result infall of cloud mass on to protostars slows down 
and ultimately stops. Larson [90] has given an estimate for 
pressure to gravity ratio as
1 dp ^
pressure p dr M 0 24
gravity CJM A/n 0 9 )
M being the mass of the star blob. When M - 60 Mo, pressure 
becomes predominant and collapse of the outer layer of the 
protostar halts, or even materials in this region disperse. 
Moreover, stellar wind is generated by a protostar when it is 
104 years old. The wind drives away surrounding mass at the 
rate of about 10 N - 10"-6 M(> per year. The velocity of outflow 
of mass is about several hundred kilometers per second. (Rate 
of outflow of mass by solar wind is about 10 14 Mo per year). 
Also for massive stars radiation pressure plays more vigorous 
role than stellar wind in order to drive material from the stellar 
surface.
Radiation pressure * JO’M Y? 5 
Dynamical pressure ~ * V0 J (40)
Thus for a massive star radiation pressure is so high in 
comparison with dynamical pressure the down fall of mass 
t n to the star is totally inhibited. Even sometime the portion 
of the outer layer of the star is blown away by enormous 
radiation pressure of the star. Therefore the mass of a star 
cannot exceed a critical limit which depends on the assumed 
conditions.
9. Parameters associated with star formation process
How does the star formation process in a gaseous medium 
remain active ? The star formation process mainly requires 
instability in a gas medium. If for a gas cloud the Jeans mass 
Mj (or more generally Chandrasekhar’s mass Mc) is small, 
then even smaller gas clouds suffer instability and collapse. 
On the other hand, large Mt (or Mc) ensures stability of even 
larger clouds and the oportunity of star formation is reduced. 
Thus smaller M( (or M() in a gas cloud indicates most 
favourable condition for star formation. Mc is associated with 
several parameters, viz., density p, temperature T of gas, the 
gas velocity V and its magnetic field strength H. These 
parameters should have significant influence on the intensity 
of star formation episode. <
9. /. Effect of density on star formation :
We find from eq. (13) that Mc decreases as the density p  of 
the gas medium increases. Therefore, star formation process 
becomes more vigorous in denser medium and star formation 
is triggered when the gas cloud is compressed to some critical
values by some mechanical processes. Shock waves generated 
by expanding H II regions are found to trigger star formation 
in several galaxies viz. M17, M42f NGC 281, W3 etc. |1 15]. 
Blast wave generated due to supernova outburst also causes 
formation of metal rich population I stars. Bright young stars 
are often observed in spiral arms of galaxies. These are caused 
by density wave shock developed in these regions. Cloud* 
cloud collisions also produce strong shocks and create 
favourable conditions for star birth [116].
Explosions in the nuclei of active galaxies generate strong 
shock waves. This enhances star formation activities in the 
central region of galaxies to a great extent. Saha et a! [ 117] 
showed that galactic nuclear explosion enhances external 
pressure surrounding the gas cloud. This reduces Jeans mass 
and triggers star formation. Also as a result of galactic nuclear 
explosion, gas is pushed away from the galactic centre 
Expelled gas loses its angular momentum after moving 
through certain distance from the centre. It then returns 
towards the centre. The collision between outgoing and 
incoming gas creates a compressed layer triggering burst of 
star formation [118]. Interaction between galaxies and their 
merger produces compression which leads to burst of star 
formation. It has been fouftd that most of the star burst galaxies 
are interacting and/or merging galaxies [119,120]. High sta?- 
forming activities have also been observed in galaxies with 
strong bars. Generally bar formation in a galaxy takes place 
when two or more galaxies merge together. As the bar forms, 
the bar axis b/a decreases and as a result, gas is pushed into 
the central region causing formation of bulk of stars in the 
central zone [121-123].
9.2. Cloud temperature and star formation :
Jean's critical mass decreases as the temperature is lowered. 
Therefore cool clouds are more suitable for star formation. 
Cooling is possible in the presence of ( l ) metals (2) molecules 
and (3) grains. Metals are actually formed inside stars m 
course of stellar evolution. Mass shed-off by evolved stars 
and supernova outbursts carry away the metal contents to the 
interstellar medium. Metals in gas cloud, lower the cloud 
temperature and keep it suitable for efficient star formation. 
Molecules of hydrogen and carbon also lower the cloud 
temperature to the range !0 °K -  300°K through infrared and 
microwave transitions. Grains of silicates, ices etc. are formed 
from metal components. These serve as efficient coolants for 
the star forming clouds.
9 3. Magnetic field and star formation :
Turbulent motion and magnetic field increase the value of 
Mc and therefore reduce the efficiency of star formation. But 
the magnetic field plays a very complex role in star formation 
mechanism. This has been studied by several authors, viz., 
Mestel [124], Mouschovias [125], Silk [88], Umebayashi and 
Nakano [126] etc. Actually, collapse and fragmentation of 
magnetised gas cloud have been found to depend on the shape 
of the cloud and also on the structure of the magnetic field. 
In this connection, the following cases may be noted :
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Conservation o f mass and magnetic flux gives 
. , H'
respectively p  -  r and H ~ r “ i.e. constant.
If the cloud is non-rotating and gas pressure is
H*
negligible. Me -  and therefore remains same
for all densities. Fragmentation cannot take place in 
this case.
Consider spherical magnetic cloud of mass M©, 
radius Ro and initial magnetic field Ho. Assuming 
that k inetic  and therm al energy o f gas are 
inappreciable in comparison with its gravitational and 
magnetic energy and using conservation of magnetic
flux one can obtain the Virial theorem 1
i " « ' - £ p r = ° (41 >
(42)
where M} = |* V G (43)
If M Mi. above equations yield R  = 0. Otherwise 
if L.H.S. of eq. (42) remains negative, collapse 
continues upto R  ’ 0. If M < A//, the left hand side
. . M2
of (42) remains negative provided R > Ro ^ 5
M2
and collapse halts when R  -  Ro If M >
A//, the left hand side of eq. (42) is always negative 
and magnetic field cannot prevent collapse. When 
mass of the cloud is greater than or equal to Mr 
collapse is possible despite the presence of the 
magnetic field. Kvidently, M\- does not depend on 
the density of the gas cloud but depends on the 
magnetic field strength Ho. As in this case, the 
collapse does not depend on density, fragmentation 
does not occur within the collapsing cloud.
(ii) Collapsing cloud is a prolate spheroid with the 
magnetic axis along the major axis 
The gas in the form of prolate spheroid has a tendency 
to take cylindrical shape. Hence for conservation of 
mass p  ac r 2. This, with conservation of magnetic 
flux yields Ho oc p. This gives
Hence, Mt increases with density and fragmentation 
is impossible.
(i i i) Collapsing cloud is an oblate spheroid with magnetic 
axis as minor axis :
In this case the How of gas is along the magnetic 
axis and p  does not depend on Ho. Hence Mt ~ p~2
and decreases as density increases. This leads to 
collapse and fragmentation. As the collapse rate has 
been reduced by the magnetic field, fragmentation 
takes place when the cloud becomes sufficiently 
flattened.
Magnetic braking : Rotating magnetic cloud .
Though magnetic field opposes the process of star 
formation it indirectly plays an important role in favour of 
star formation mechanism in a rotating gas cloud. Rotation 
generates centrifugal force which tends to oppose gravitational 
collapse. If co is the angular velocity of gas, the centrifugal 
force F# on a particle of unit mass at a distance r from the 
centre is given by
Fq -  <o2r .
If angular momentum is conserved co -  r 2, giving F#~ r~\ 
whereas the gravitational pull - r 2. Hence in the central region 
of collapsing cloud, centrifugal force increases more rapidly 
than gravitational pull. Thus, collapse process becomes more 
and more inefficient in the central region of the cloud. This 
prevents occurrence of fragmentation in this region.
If magnetic field has a component perpendicular to the 
angular momentum vector, it will tend to remove non­
uniformity of rotational velocity within the cloud. Then the 
centrifugal force becomes -  r~\ which would not be as 
important as gravity in the central region. Moreover, magnetic 
field lines establish a link with the surrounding cloud and 
transports angular momentum outwards. This removes the 
problem raised by the centrifugal force specially in the central 
region of the cloud. If magnetic field is perpendicular to the 
axis o f rotation, braking process is very active and 
redistribution of angular momentum takes place in a time 
scale ~ I06 years which is shorter than free-fall time [127]. 
If magnetic field is parallel to the rotation axis braking 
time is about 5 times longer than that in the perpendicular 
case [127].
Magnetic field in the presence o f plasma and dust 
grains .
Mestel and Spitzer [128] have studied the nature of 
magnetic field in partially ionized gas. Let us consider an 
ionized gas cloud where magnetic field is just sufficient to 
balance gravitational pull. Neutral gas is pulled towards the 
centre of the cloud while ionized gas is drifted outwards. As 
a result a frictional force develops between ionized and neutral 
components of gas. Magnetic flux is counteracted by the 
frictional force and is dissipated away continuously.
The presence of dense dust grains in magnetised* ionized 
gas cloud also produces a peculiar effect [126]. Dust grains 
in dark clouds contain negative charge. Thus the drift 
produced by dust grains controls magnetic flux loss caused 
by ion drift and lengthens the flux loss time scale. It has been 
estimated .that when density of gas is about 10 9 particles 
cirT^ flux loss time exceeds 106 years. Thus the problem of 
collapse and fragmentation of magnetised ionized gas in the
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presence o f sufficient amount o f dust grains is rather 
complicated. Magnetic field also plays another role supporting 
the piocess of star formation. It prevents penetration of cosmic 
ray into the gas and protects the gas from being over heated 
by cosmic ray. Thus gas remains comparatively cool and keeps 
Jeans mass (or Chandrasekhar's mass) for collapse smaller. 
As A/t is increased by the presence of magnetic field [eq. (13)], 
magnetised gas clouds give birth to massive stars though the 
number of stars produced arc smaller and they arc formed on 
a longer time-scale.
10. Star formation and the problem of baryonic dark 
matter
In course of our discussions in this review we had several 
occasions to mention about the dark matter. We are concerned 
here with only the baryonic part of the dark matter, the 
nonbaryonic part being out of context in our present 
discussions.
Different types of observations on our own Galaxy, the 
external galaxies and the clusters of galaxies, present 
compelling evidences that most of the matter in the Universe, 
near and far, remains hidden from our view. This matter is 
hidden because we cannot detect it by recording any kind of 
electro-magnetic radiation emitted from it. We can infer about 
its existence only by observing its gravitational pull produced 
on the visible matter around it. All observations and 
calculations indicate that at least 80 percent of the total matter 
remains invisible to us. This gives rise to the great problem 
of dark matter in astronomy. The question now is, in what 
form and physical state can this matter exist?
Astronomers have extensively pondered over the question 
for a suitable answer. Their speculations resulted in laying 
fingers upon such objects as the black holes, the dead stars 
such as the white dwarfs, neutron stars and population III 
stars, and the substcllur objects like brown dwarfs and Jupiters. 
We will now show that the brown dwarfs and Jupiters which 
form in large numbers during the events of star formation are 
the most important candidates for resolving the problem of 
dark matter.
Some astronomers believe that a massive black hole 
(A/ - I0f> M o) resides at the centre of each normal galaxy. 
Also, there may exist a sparse distribution of black holes of 
stellar masses in a galaxy. But the existence of a significant 
part of the invisible mass in the form of black holes is very 
hard to realise. Detailed calculations on the numbers of white 
dwarfs and neutron stars in our Galaxy [129,130] have 
indicated that at most 20  percent of the total invisible matter 
may be deposited in these dead stars in our Galaxy.
Let us now consider the case of substellar objects, v/r., 
the brown dwarfs and Jupiters, that are believed to form in 
large numbers during the events of star formation from 
massive molecular clouds. It has been already discussed 
(Section 5) that the opacity-limited hierarchical fragmentation 
of a cloud leads to the production of a group of protostellar 
bodies having a power-law mass distribution of the form [30]
where the index .v has in general the range 1 < x <2. The 
fonn of the mass function shows that the number of bodies 
steeply increases as the mass decreases. There is no theoretical 
basis to assign a cut-off mass at the lower end that corresponds 
to (A//)mm» The minimum Jeans mass has been variously 
determined by authors [89,103,104,110J. It can be as low as
0.005 Mo or even less [104,129,130]. On the other hand, 
stellar evolution theory predicts that a body cannot attain the 
thermal balance unless its mass is £ 0.08 M o. That is, such 
a body will fail to ignite its hydrogen fuel at the centre, and 
so it will not be able to achieve a stellar career. Thus the very 
large number of fragments that form having the mass range
0.002 Mo < A/< 0.08 Mo during the event will be deposited 
as substellar objects, and as such, will contribute to the 
invisible mass. Various calculations have shown that nearly 
half of the total mass of the parent cloud can be locked in 
this way in substellar objects thus forming the dark matter 
[129-133,104] in any normal galaxy.
Thus, substellar objects appear to be the most important 
contributor to the baryonic dark matter that are simultaneously 
formed with the formation of normal luminous stars. The black 
holes and dead stars are likely to play more minor roles in 
this matter. On the other hand, the substellar objects are 
believed to be the dominant contributors to the massive dark 
halos of individual galaxies and the missing mass in clusters 
of galaxies.
11. Conclusions
(i) Massive, cold and dense molecular clouds form due 
to various types of instability in different regions of 
the galactic disk which is pervaded by interstellar 
matter.
(ii) The cloud collapses under self-gravitation 
maintaining isothermal collapse condition until the 
critical density ( -  10  13 gm cm '3) is attained.
(iii) Whatever be the initial and boundary conditions of 
the collapsing cloud, the collapse finally becomes 
highly non-hom ologous, leading to a rapid 
build-up of a high central density.
(iv) Opacity-limited hierarchical fragmentation of these 
clouds gives birth to a group of protostars of various 
masses having a power-law mass distribution.
(v) Low mass stars first form in large numbers at the 
central dense region of the cloud in a time scale of 
~ I0 5 years. Star form ation process is then 
propagated in the cloud outward forming 
subsequently stars of larger masses over longer time 
scales.
(vi) Magnetic field, if present in the cloud, may greatly 
influence the process of star formation.
(vii) Large numbers of fragments form in the event at 
the lower end of the mass range. The fragments 
having masses < 0.08 Mo fail to emerge as luminous 
stars and live as substellar objects. These objects 
form a significant part of the dark matter in a galaxy.
(viii) Under various parameter values, as much as half the 
parent cloud mass may be converted in the process 
to the substellar objects forming dark matter.
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